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MCLL gets a visit from space!
The study group Exploring our Planets recently
received a visit from Marc Garneau, the first Canadian
astronaut in space. He spoke about the three missions in
which he had participated (in 1984, 1996 and 2000),
bringing to life for us the amazing experience of space
travel with its weightlessness and spectacular views of
our planet. When asked about his most memorable
moment, he said it was his first sight of earth from the
shuttle, when he released himself from his seat and
floated to the window.
He found the peace and
vastness of space remarkable.
He gave a brief history of NASA, from the trips of the early astronauts to the launch of the Hubble telescope and
now the rover trips on Mars. The Canadarm is Canada’s major contribution to the space program. In Fact this is
what brought Canadian astronauts into the program. On each of his missions, Garneau managed the deployment of
the Canadarm. It was fascinating to hear first-hand about the challenges such operations are in the absence of
gravity. Continued on p.3››

Open House: Tuesday, November 26, 2013
On behalf of the Organizing Committee we would like to thank
you for your participation in the Open House held at MCLL.
Whether greeting and meeting, setting up, providing
refreshments, distributing flyers, registering or sharing
experiences with our potential members, each contribution was
valued and a key element in a successful afternoon. The
atmosphere was congenial and our guests seemed to enjoy
themselves.
We are pleased to say that some people signed up immediately
for the winter term while others had to go home for the cheque
book but seemed committed. Sometime in the coming weeks the
Organizing Committee will sit down to review the event, and
note areas where improvements could be made should we plan
another Open House in the future. If you have any observations
that you think would be helpful to the Planning Committee we
would be pleased to hear from you.
Chantal Tittley and Margaret Suttie
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NOTES FROM THE MCLL
PRESIDENT
As previously mentioned, we are
continuing to focus on increasing our
membership and the results for the
winter term have shown a marked
improvement over 2013. We are also
looking for volunteers both to help
Ana in the office and to sit on various
committees. I encourage you all to show how much
you appreciate all that MCLL offers by volunteering
your help.
We will be celebrating our 25th anniversary at a oneday conference, Celebrating Lifelong Learning, to be
held at the Leacock Building on the McGill Campus.
It should be a stimulating and enjoyable event and we
hope many members will participate. Preparations are
also underway for Bloomsday, the celebration of
James Joyce's novel Ulysses, from June 13 to 16.
Council has just decided to limit participation in study
groups to 20 with some leeway provided for
moderators to add an extra two, to a maximum of 22.
There have been a few cases where the number of
participants reached 29. As you can imagine, such
large numbers mean insufficient seating and create a
potentially dangerous situation in the event of an
evacuation. We should not complain about an excess
of participants but we have to ensure security. The
Moderators' Luncheon and Annual General Meeting
will be held on Friday, March 21, and we look
forward to seeing you there.
Once again, I would like to thank Ana and all our
volunteers and committees for their hard work and
support.
Tony Wait
President, MCLL Council

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
Calling all communicators, especially
those of you with vim and vigor! For
personal and family reasons, I will be
leaving the committee soon. Julie
Wait has agreed to take over as
chairperson and Nola Brunelle, Paul
Terni and Ros Acutt have agreed to
stay on but we need more help FROM YOU. Please
consider volunteering for the committee if you like to
write, edit, organize or communicate in any way. You
could also help with web-related initiatives: expanded
web page and Facebook.
Together we work with Elana Trager’s McGill
professional marketing team and, of course, Alex

Megelas, who fine-tunes our exposure to the outside
world to ensure the McGill image is consistently
presented. Their input and help are key. At the next
Council meeting, Elana Trager will present an
overview of marketing opportunities for MCLL.
Some of the things our Communications Committee
is doing and has in the works include: more web
presence and social media like Facebook; working
with McGill marketing professionals to distribute
calendars, reminders and possibly advertising in local
media; keeping our bulletin boards timely and clear;
working with our newsletter team; researching how to
communicate better and even work with other
seniors’ groups; team efforts with other MCLL and
McGill programs like PACE and Bloomsday 2014;
raising awareness about all our special events such as
Friday lectures, Wonderful Wednesdays; getting a
head start on our MCLL 25th Anniversary activities
for fall 2014; and, publicizing the fine work of our
moderators, the backbone of MCLL.
Feel free to contact me at rgfoster@gmail.com or any
of the other current members listed above. And don’t
forget that old Chinese proverb: “Tell me and I'll
forget. Show me and I may remember. Involve me
and I'll understand.” Please get involved with us
today!
Bob Foster, Chair

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Spring has sprung!
Working a good month ahead of the
calendar, the Curriculum Committee
has completed the program for spring
2014. The study groups are divided
evenly across a wide range of subject
areas: Art and Architecture, Creative
Writing, Cultural Studies, Current Events, Economics
and Society, History, Literature, Music, Science and
Society. The other offerings include lectures on a
variety of topics as well as Tech Savvy workshops
and field trips. As always, there is an international
dimension to the program, with content related to
Canada, the Caribbean, Europe, Africa, the Middle
East and Asia. Fortunately the Curriculum Committee
was able to respond to a demand on the part of the
membership for a greater number of science-oriented
study groups and lectures. For good balance, there are
also some surprises and fun touches.
The weather is warming up and it is time to take out
your hiking boots and bicycles in addition to your
computers, pens and notebooks!
Chantal Titley, Chair
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Curriculum Committee holds its firstever Debate
Several members have suggested
holding a debate. The opportunity
has finally come up and we are
pleased to present Man-Made
Climate Change: The Debate on
Friday, March 28 at 10 a.m. in room 1041. The
debaters will be John Felvinci and Dennis Creamer,
while Clare McFarlane will steer the debate.
Long-time member of MCLL, John Felvinci was born
in Hungary and came to Canada after the 1956
revolution. He studied at McGill and received a
doctoral degree in nuclear physics after which he
taught and did research at Columbia University. He
later worked in industry, installing radiation
monitoring and security systems at nuclear power
plants. John became interested in climate history in
1995 and delved into it in detail; he has moderated
study groups and given Friday lectures on the subject.
Dennis Creamer, an ex-Brit and civil engineer,
arrived in Montreal from Australia in 1968. He spent
most of his working life as a 'dam-man'. His hydro
experience with SNC/Lavalin in over 20 countries
automatically gave him some knowledge of the basics
of climate change and related material such as the
environment, energy and economics. Dennis has
already moderated a study group on climate change
and also gave a lecture on the topic in January.
The Debate is an add-on to MCLL’s regular program.
It is a “must” event so don’t miss it!
Chantal Tittley

MCLL Conference plans underway
As part of our 25th anniversary
celebrations, MCLL will host a day-long
conference with the theme: Celebrating
Lifelong Learning─ Senior Programs

Share Experiences and Plan for the
Next Generation on Wednesday,
August 20 from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The event
will celebrate the success of learning programs for
seniors and provide a forum for sharing experiences
with organizations that provide them. The conference
will be open to all interested in senior learning in
Québec for the purpose of sharing practices,
successes and challenges as well as providing an
opportunity to learn about new educational
perspectives and technologies.

MCLL members will be key participants welcoming
visitors to the McGill campus and demonstrating our
involvement and community spirit. The program will
include keynote addresses and presentations on a
variety of topics such as the benefits of continued
learning; program models and implementation;
projects such as intergenerational programs; use of
technology and distance education.
The Conference Committee would welcome your
ideas for presentations. You can contact us at mcll.scs
@mcgill.ca. The official call for presentations will
soon be available on the MCLL website.
The conference will be held in the Leacock Building
on the main campus. Lunch will be an MCLL
birthday celebration served in Redpath Hall. The
conference fee will be $50 with a special fee of $30
for MCLL members (this includes the cost of lunch).
Mark the date now in your agenda! The detailed
program and information on how to register will be
available in May.
Fiona Clark, Chair
MCLL Conference Committee

MCLL gets a visit from space!
‹‹Continued from p.1 In discussing the potential for
travel to other planets, Garneau said that distances in
space stagger the imagination and described how
spending months in space has adverse effects on the
human body. The long journey getting to a planet is
not the only problem; sometimes the conditions there
make life impossible. Spending time on the moon or
Mars or an asteroid is feasible but Saturn, for
example, poses many problems because of its heat
and atmosphere.
We can expect that sooner or later people will try
again to travel in space. There is so much to be
learned and many potential resources. Garneau
stressed the importance of international cooperation
in such a venture and the time necessary to be fully
prepared for missions to the planets.
He also recounted how seeing the profoundly
beautiful views of earth’s surface yet, at the same
time, clear evidence of the damaging effects of human
activity has convinced him of the need for concerted
action to accelerate efforts to protect earth’s
environment.
We all felt privileged that a person with
such impressive experience was willing to talk to us
about it and are most grateful to Thelma Thibodeau
for arranging Garneau’s visit.
Sheila McDonough and Fiona Clark
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Victoria Hospital for a year and then at the Jewish
General Hospital until retiring in 1997, ending her
career as a nurse manager.

MODERATOR PROFILES
Paul Sharkey
Originally from Montréal, Paul
Sharkey lived for over 20 years in
Gatineau, Québec, while working in
Ottawa as a court interpreter and legal
translator (French-English). Before he
retired, he was a union negotiator for a public service
union in Ontario (OPSEU) for about 10 years. He
moved back to Montréal and, although he was still not
retired, started to attend MCLL in 2008 as one of his
leisure activities during his year off work on a selffunded leave. He participated in two study groups that
first year and enjoyed them both, promising himself to
return when he did retire.
He has now taken part in eight study groups, but this is
the first time he is co-moderating (Democracy study
group). ''For me,'' says Paul, ''MCLL provides a
wonderful opportunity for opening new horizons and
exploring subjects that interest me but which I never
had time to study while I was working. It is great
intellectual stimulation, and having many people in the
group do presentations provides a great chance for
exchange and for doing some research on a specific
topic. It's great to meet so many like-minded people
interested in exchanging on various subjects.''
Paul is an amateur musician and plays the baroque
(18th century) flute. He very much enjoys listening to
early music, particularly baroque music, played on
period instruments and in period style. He is also
interested in politics, history and environmental issues.
Lesley Régnier

Bernadine (Bernie) Lewis
Bernadine, a member of MCLL for
many years, has moderated several
study groups, including all of
Schubert's and Mahler’s symphonies.
Born in Liverpool, England, the eldest
of six, she worked with a
pharmaceutical company which researched and
produced early antibiotics. Having moved to London
in the 1960s, she was encouraged to take up nursing.
This she did, training for three years at the Ashford
General Hospital in Middlesex. Nursing in those days
was not what it is today so, four days after graduating,
Bernie ‘escaped’ to Canada to join her brother doing a
post-doctorate at McGill. She worked at the Royal

Bernie was encouraged to listen to classical music
from an early age by her father and grandmother who
had a collection of Caruso and other operatic records.
She is also interested in reading fantasy literature,
especially Tolkien. Other interests are science in
general, European history, and all aspects of music.
Thèa Pawlikowska

Lorraine White
Lorraine retired from a career in
teaching several years ago. Since she
had taught kindergarten and grade 1
pupils for many years, she craved
adult stimulation in her retirement.
Three years ago she found it at
MCLL. She has participated in several study groups
and was immediately impressed with the level of
education and discussion of the participants. She
found MCLL very welcoming. This is her first
experience as a moderator, in the study group Blood,
A Vital Force.
In planning for her retirement, she came across a
book that mentioned MCLL. She believes that in
order to have a meaningful retirement one must
structure oneself and be self-motivated. Lorraine grew
up in a small town, Bowmanville, near Oshawa and
raised her family in Rosemere. One of her retirement
goals was to get to know the big city (Montreal) and
all it has to offer.
Lorraine received her undergraduate degree from the
University of Waterloo and then attended teachers
college in Ottawa. She taught in Ontario for two years
and then moved to Quebec. She has two adult
children, a son and a daughter.
Since her retirement, Lorraine has learned how to
play tennis. She enjoys music, especially jazz, as well
as photography. Currently she tutors adults on a oneto-one basis in English as a second language or to
simply improve their literacy skills. She still enjoys
reading to kindergarten classes and did this recently
during National Literacy Week.
Lorraine has many interests and ideas and an ability
to make them happen. We are lucky to have her.
Francine Adelson
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Great voices, past and present

Tribute to Hervé de Fontenay

This past Christmas we were fortunate to have
readings of two great English authors, Charles Dickens
and Dylan Thomas, by two great readers, Barrie
Baldaro and Andrew MacDougall.

In his distinguished career as a language professor
and Director of the Department of Languages and
Intercultural Studies at McGill University’s School of
Continuing Studies, Hervé de Fontenay was the
author of essays that reflect his social commitment
and his love of art and beauty. He also wrote poetry
that reveals his profound humanity. Hervé took a
special interest in the SPEAK program, as it concerns
something that was dear to his heart: welcoming and
enriching the lives of foreign students. Sadly he
passed away last January.

Barrie Baldaro, not a Welshman
himself but a former professional
actor, gave a very convincing
rendering of A Child's Christmas in
Wales by Dylan Thomas. This was
on the eve of a year-long celebration
of the centenary of Dylan's birth that
Wales has been preparing for in a
big way so it was particularly
appropriate and highly appreciated by Dylan fans. We
heard all the different voices, young and old, with
convincing accents that came so naturally from
Barrie's lips, and relived those oh so precious moments
of our own Christmases past. The reading stirred many
memories among the audience and evoked interesting
accounts of how the holiday was spent in different
countries and different cultures. If Barrie is up to it,
this event should be a permanent fixture on the MCLL
fall calendar.
Charles Dickens is a long-time
favorite of Andrew MacDougall's
and we were treated to a reading of
two of his favorite stories at the
end of November. Charles Dickens
actually visited Montréal in 1842
and participated, to great acclaim,
in theatricals with the local British
regimental officers and their wives. Strong on his
British accents, Andrew would have won Dickens'
approval without any doubt.
The first story, “Doctor Marigold”, came from
Dickens’ magazine, All Year Round, which he had
himself founded and owned before handing it over to
his son Charles Jr. The magazine was published and
distributed throughout England between 1859 and
1895.
“Boots at the Holly Tree Inn”, the second short story,
was first published in a weekly magazine, Household
Words, edited by Charles Dickens, which championed
the cause of the poor, a most appropriate theme for the
season of giving. Andrew was an excellent “Dickens”
and it is hoped he reads many more stories on Fridays.
Lesley Régnier and Helen Forsyth

This picture
was taken at
the SPEAK
luncheon,
held on April
4, 2013, with
Hervé
looking over
Sandra’s
shoulder,
flanked by
Louise
Kyrtatas and Kevin Callahan of the IELC program.

The SPEAK program partners MCLL members with
foreign students from the Intensive English Language
and Culture program which fell under Hervé’s
directorship. As coordinator of the program, Sandra
Frisby met Hervé on several occasions and received
the unfailing support and enthusiasm from him that
one had come to expect from this exceptional
individual. She had the following words to say at
Hervé's memorial: ''I came to appreciate the man he
was: kind, compassionate, intelligent, always with a
sense of humour and a kind word. It is appropriate
that a bursary has been set up in his name to help an
international student registered in the Language and
Intercultural Program. These students are bright,
committed and eager to learn. They, in turn,
contribute to our lives in so many ways. This way of
memorializing Hervé and helping students at the same
time is a wonderful way of expressing our love and
respect.
“ À la famille d’Hervé, je vous offre mes
condoléances les plus profondes. (...) Il n’y a rien que
puisse diminuer votre douleur mais j’espère que le
fait qu’il était aimé et respecté par tout le monde vous
donnera une certaine mesure de paix et de fierté.
Adieu, Hervé.”
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Remembering Morrie Rohrlick:
Hockey meets Hockney
Foreword by Marlene Chan:'' I had
started this before Morrie actually
died, hoping it would be funny and
he would have a laugh when he came
back from Mexico. I told him before
he left that I was so impressed by his
presentation and his own work that I would like to
write an article. (Morrie was more concerned about
the fact that his computer was not working properly
and he would not be able to respond to emails if I
were to send him a draft.) ''
Next to Picasso, Montreal visual artist Morrie
Rohrlick admits to having been most influenced by
the
flamboyant,
internationally
renowned
contemporary artist, David Hockney. Morrie once
said to his grandson: “Hockney is my life!” With a
twinkle in his eye, Morrie did not immediately rush to
erase the confusion, shock and awe visible on the face
of the young boy who had clearly understood his
artist grandfather to have said, ‘Hockey is my life!’
Totally engaged in his telling of the story many years
later, Morrie was all for the play and mystery lasting
as long as it can.
A long-standing member of MCLL, Morrie had
signed on for the study group moderated by Ann
Pearson, The World of David Hockney. Before
leaving for his annual trip to San Miguel de Allende,
Morrie gave a presentation conveying his passion for
art, the making of art, teaching about art, learning
about art and the meaning of art in one’s life. He had
actually met Hockney and described the feelings and
impressions that the British artist had made on him.
The first of the four meetings between Morrie and
Hockney was in 1986 when Morrie and his wife Ruth
were casually strolling along Cork Street in London
(UK), taking in the art galleries there. On that
propitious sun-filled day in London, Hockney was
immediately recognizable from afar by his attire.
Noted for his distinctive, vibrant, colourful personal
style in both painting and life, Hockney sported what
Morrie described as ‘disheveled chic’. His hair was
dyed blond and he was wearing his signature striped
tie, a striped shirt, pants hiked way above his normal
waist with striped suspenders, revealing striped socks
peeking out emphatically above well-worn shoes.
According to Morrie, he was flagrantly living up to
his reputation as the British Andy Warhol, leaving no
doubt as to his identity.
In giving his presentation at MCLL, Morrie,
conscious of his own image and no slouch himself,
mimicked Hockney’s wardrobe by sporting his own

horizontal striped sweater. With his trademark sense
of humour, he chose a painting of Hockney facing
Picasso across a table as his first illustration for the
talk. Of course, in the painter’s depiction it was
Picasso and not Hockney who was wearing the
striped shirt. Morrie was often the trickster, always
subtly and not so subtly ‘turning the tables’, a true
master of what often goes unsaid.
Like The Monuments Men, Morrie was acutely
cognizant of our race against time, no better
expressed than in his somewhat surreal self-portrait,
Tempus Fugit. He painted himself high in the sky
with his white horse below him at an impossible
distance from his physical body and almost
imperceptibly far enough behind the horse for there
ever to be a perfect connection between horse and
rider.
It is with great sadness that we learnt of the passing of
Morrie Rohrlick (b. February 14, 1928) in San Miguel
de Allende only days after arriving. He will be
mourned and sorely missed by all of us who had the
chance to know him. Our heart-felt condolences go
out to his wife and soulmate Ruth, his family and
friends. The legacy of his artistic expression lives on
in his many, many paintings, drawings and photocollages and our many glimpses of his warmth and
generosity of spirit.''
Marlene Chan

Goodridge Roberts and Friends lecture
Following a lecture given at
MCLL by Joan Roberts and
Lorne Huston on artist Goodridge
Roberts and friends Ernst
Neumann, Philip Surrey, Jacques
de Tonnancour, Paterson Ewen
and Françoise Sullivan, we had
an intimate picture of the Montréal art scene in the
decades from the 30s to the 60s. Those were turbulent
times with the manifestos and the Refus Global.
Through the description of the era and slides of the
artists’ work, the audience got a bird’s eye view of the
life and friendships of the Roberts.
Goodridge
and Joan
Roberts
feeding the
pigeons in
front of Milan
Cathedral,
April, 1954
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Book Suggestions

Le mot français

Non-Fiction
The Most of Nora Ephron by Nora
Ephron (2013), hardback. This big
book,
a
wonderfully
generous
celebration of the work of Nora
Ephron, brings this marvellous woman back to life.
Bach: Music in the Castle of Heaven by John Eliot
Gardiner (2013), hardback. A passionate in-depth
exploration of Bach’s vocal music. A must read for
all our lovers of Bach.
Fire and Ashes: Success and Failure in Politics by
Michael Ignatieff (2013), hardback. A moving
memoir of his foray into Canadian politics. Insightful,
honest, and beautifully written.
The Story of the Human Body: Evolution, Health,
and Disease by Daniel E. Lieberman (2013),
hardback. We survive in conditions for which we did
not evolve resulting in the paradox of greater
longevity
and
increased
chronic
diseases.
Compulsively readable.
I’m Your Man: The Life of Leonard Cohen by
Sylvie Simmons (2013), paperback. Written with
Cohen’s cooperation; illuminating and meticulously
researched. Does full justice to every aspect of
Cohen, giving us major insights into his personal life
and artistic process.

Vous voyagez en métro? Vous
parcourez le Montréal souterrain?
Vous savez donc, comme moi, que
c’est bien plus qu’un dédale de
boutiques et de restaurants. Mais
saviez-vous que, depuis 2008, il nous invite à fêter à
la chaleur la fameuse Nuit Blanche du festival
Montréal en lumière en se transformant en galerie
d’art vouée à l’art contemporain ?

Fiction
Three-Day Road
by Joseph Boyden (2005),
paperback. This brilliant many-layered novel
highlights the legendary exploits of two Cree snipers
in the trenches during WW1. An instant classic.
Boyden has become the storyteller of the First
Nations’ people. The Orenda, recommended in my
last column, is now out in paperback.
A Constellation of Vital Phenomena by Anthony
Marra (2014), paperback. A dazzling debut novel set
against the backdrop of war-torn Chechnya. An
unforgettable cast of characters. Horrific situations
are illumined by love. Ann Patchett chose it as her
favourite book of 2013.
Stoner by John Williams (2005), paperback.
Originally published in 1965 and then forgotten for
over fifty years, this American novel has become a
best-seller in Europe. An intensely moving story of a
dedicated teacher and scholar in the English
department of a southern university. Beautifully
cadenced, this is a mesmerizing novel. Julian Barnes
and Ruth Rendell both consider it perfect. I agree.
Pamela Sachs

Pour ceux et celles qui n’ont pu visiter cette
exposition unique, il faudrait se réserver la prochaine
en 2015, et se consoler en allant voir au Musée des
Beaux Arts de Montréal la surprenante exposition de
Peter Doig, intitulée Nulle terre étrangère.
Art souterrain - reconnue pour sa participation au
festival Nuit Blanche - nous propose de voir des
œuvres contemporaines dans la ville souterraine de
Montréal. En exposant des œuvres créées par des
artistes contemporains locaux et étrangers dans un
lieu d'héritage culturel encore sous-estimé, Art
Souterrain contribue pleinement à la découverte de la
richesse culturelle de Montréal et à la mise en valeur
de son réseau souterrain, véritable patrimoine urbain.
Cette année, le festival hivernal montréalais de l'art
contemporain organisé le long d'un parcours
souterrain de 7 km, présentait 123 œuvres créées sur
le thème de l'enracinement
Le parcours était le même que l'an dernier, soit 15
espaces souterrains de 15 édifices du centre-ville. On
pouvait y admirer des œuvres de 15 artistes de grande
envergure. Il fallait noter Simon Bilodeau au
Complexe Desjardins, Lalie Douglas à la Cité
internationale, Mathieu Valade au Centre de
commerce mondial, Kelly Andres à la Place des Arts,
Imad Mansour au Centre Eaton. Quant à Patrick
Beaulieu, il présentait ses installations au rez-dechaussée de l'édifice Québecor et à la Gare centrale.
Roch DesRochers
Newsletter Committee
Charlotte French, Chair
Lesley Régnier, Secretary, co-editor
George Lapa, Technical Support
Tony Wait, ex-officio
Francine Adelson, Mebbie Aikens,
Roch Desrochers, Sandra Duchow,
Eleanor Hynes, Thèa Pawlikowska,
Pamela Sachs

25th Anniversay Art Exhibition
An exhibit of the artistic creativity of MCLL members will also mark the 25th Anniversary celebrations. It will be held
at the Visual Arts Centre in Westmount from Aug. 28-30, 2014. Details for participation in the event to be announced.

Annual Holiday Party, 2013

Our annual Holiday Party at Le Nouvel Hotel on December 5 was a great success, with 90 participants including
Dean Judith Potter and other guests from the administration. Andrew McDougall entertained us with a lively
reading of a It Came Upon A Midnight Clear by Margaret Laurence. Song sheets were distributed for the singing
of Christmas and Hanukkah songs. Andrew and Ann Pearson led the singing but next year "we will do better" say
members of various choirs who plan to practice ahead of time!

Photographs by Michelle Green Echenberg exhibited at MCLL

The photographs in this exhibit were taken in Mexico, Cuba and Argentina. Michelle began her photographic
journey at the Saidye Bronfman Centre for the Arts, when it was a school for the visual arts and crafts, studying
with talented photographers Doreen Lindsay, Linda Rutenberg and Ann Pearson among others. Most of her
photographs have been taken during her extensive personal travels and on photo-workshops in New Mexico, New
Brunswick, Ontario and Québec. Michelle has had exhibits in Montreal and New Brunswick, both in solo and
group shows. At present, she continues her photographic journey in the digital world.

Commemorating WWI, 1914-2014
For members of the Renowned Canadians
study group, the winter semester began with a
visit to the Black Watch (RHR) of Canada
Museum and Archives
organized by
moderator Katherine Moore. Accompanying
them as photographer was long-time MCLL
member Gordon Campey whose grandfather
served first in the Boer War and then, after
emigrating to Canada, served in WW1 and whose father was a WWII Veteran. Gordon began the commemoration
with a moving reading of John McCrae's poem ''In Flanders Fields''. This was followed by Tony Whitehead and
other participants sharing memories of family members who had served in the Great War. Mebbie Aikens then
explained the Black Watch parade for the traditional changing of the colors every year at her church, St. Andrew
and St Paul, and military archivist Mike Cher provided an extensive tour of the museum. This included videos
and a chance to study the original ''McGill Honour Roll'' which contains the names of all those from McGill
University who served in WW1.

